
In an undisclosed location (Earth) somewhere among the worlds (still Earth), Swoonworthy Battle Heroes 

join forces to fight the ultimate darkness… and brag about it! Join Crystal Crawford’s characters Lytria, 

Acarius, Steve, and Nigel as they do their very best to interview M. J. Padgett’s character, The Winter 

Queen, Eiagan Allurigard (and her band of merry misfits, Noxious and Porvarth). 

Swoonworthy Battle Heroes is a fun and (somewhat) informative work of literary genius developed by 

Crystal and M. J. to give readers a little insight into the worlds they have created and just how intertwined 

worlds of fantasy can be! Buckle your seatbelts and hang on for this month’s installment! 

*** 

Wellllcome back to another edition of Swoonworthy Battle Heroes magazine! This month, we’re inducting 

a new member into our Warrior Women division: the formidable Eiagan Allurigard from the Kingdom of 

Goranin. 

And now, without further ado, here are this month’s hosts and current Swoonworthy Battle Heroes 

members, Lytira and Acarius, with our interviewee! 

 
Acarius: Hi, and welcome to Swoonworthy Battle Heroes! So… Eiagan, is it? Did I say that correctly? 
 
Eiagan: *narrows eyes* It is Queen Eiagan. Are you in league with my enemies, mortal? 

 
Acarius: Uh… enemies?  
 
Eiagan: The sniveling, moronic Moriarian of Varrow. Are you a Varrowan? A rebel?  
 
Lytira: I have not heard of this Moriarian of Varrow, but we were rebels once, in our own land. We are no 

allies of any Moriarian. 

 
Eiagan: Were you victorious in your efforts?  
 
Acarius: Are you kidding? Of course, we were! We conquered a dark goddess and saved our entire world! 
 
Lytira: We helped save an entire world. Or are you forgetting that you were not the actual one who saved 

everything? Not that you weren’t important, of course. Lex could never have done it without you. You were 

exceedingly brave. 
 
Acarius: Thank you. So were you. I’ve never seen anyone fight as awesomely as you. That thing you did 

with your claws, and the spin, and…. 
 
Eiagan: You are a dragon? I have many dragons in my army, all fierce and formidable. I would like to 

assess your skills in battle. After all, I am the most skilled swordswoman this world has ever seen. Shall we 

spar? 

 
Lytira: A dragon? No, I am not a dragon. But I accept your challenge to --  
 
Acarius: Whoa, whoa. No one is sparring in our interview room, okay? Let’s just… get on with the 

induction interview, shall we? 
 



Eiagan: You are much like my loxmore healer. He is also afraid of everything.  
 
Lytira: How dare you call Acarius a coward?! You know NOTHING of what he sacrificed to save our 

world! Stand and face me, you… you…. 

 
Acarius: NIGEL! NIGEL, a little help, please?! 
 
Eiagan: What is a Nigel? I demand you hand over your Nigel to me now, or I will call my dragons to wreak 

havoc upon you! 
 
Acarius: Nigel, I need your help! 

 
Nigel: *muffled* But you told me to stay in the closet until the interview was over! 
 
Eiagan: You hide spies in your storage compartments! Porvarth! Noxious! Aid me in defense of… where 

are we, exactly? 
 
Acarius: He’s not a spy! He just… he’s loud and a little annoying, and sometimes he pushes buttons we 

tell him not to pu-- wait… who are Porvarth and Noxious?  
 
Lytira: You brought aggressive forces into our interview space? This studio is a place of peace! 
 
Acarius: Nigel! Help! 
 
Nigel: I’m not coming out! This one’s on you! 

 
Eiagan: I demand for this Nigel to reveal himself! If I must, I will feed him to my dragons! Noxious, 

prepare for battle! 
 
Noxious: (enters from side room) My Queen! This is not a battle but a meeting of peace among… potential 

allies? I do not know what a Nigel is, but surely, they would not be foolish enough to attack the Winter 

Queen? 
 
Lytira: She has made her challenge, and we shall --  
 
*a blinding flash of light, some bumping* 
 
Steve: Seriously, guys? I can’t leave you alone for ten minutes to induct someone from another world into 

your little society without you tearing down the studio? I pay RENT on this thing. There’s a deposit! Ugh. 

Chill, would you?  
 
Eiagan: Are you taunting me? What is to chill? I can bring a perpetual winter upon you all! 
 
Porvarth: (enters from side room, joins Noxious) What in all the Ancient Kingdoms is going on in here? I 

made an appointment with Steve for you to join forces against darkness, not burn the place to the ground, 

Eiagan! Must you attempt slaughter at every turn? 
 
Eiagan: But they taunt me! 
 



Acarius: How ‘bout we just… start over? Okay? So, Porvarth, is it? I’m Acarius. Nice to meet you. Can 

we all just… sit down and try this from the top? Without the threats of violence?  
 
Porvarth: Eiagan… just breathe. 

 
Noxious: Porvarth… just hush. 
 
Eiagan: All will cease with the incessant chatter. I must reassess this… this debacle! You, woman, the 

mighty Lytira, from what kingdom do you hail? 
 
Lytira: I am Queen Lytira of the Sephram-Alomman people, from the world of Arameth. Perhaps I… 

judged you too quickly. We came here for a peaceful exchange, to offer you a place among our alliance of 

fierce yet swoonworthy battle heroes. You do seem to be both fierce and beautiful… 
 
Acarius: Yes, see? She’s perfect for the group. Right? Can we just do the induction now? 
 
Eiagan: I am unfamiliar with this… Arameth. However, that you do not flinch in my presence is a credit 

to your own bravery. Noxious, Porvarth… you are dismissed. 
 
Porvarth: Are you sure? You won’t smite them the moment I leave the room? 
 
Noxious: (grabs Porvarth by the ear) Come on, loxmore, and let our queen do her work. 
 
Eiagan: *sighs* It is unfortunate, but after centuries of life I am unsure who I might trust. It is also 

unfortunate my confidants are imbeciles. I accept your offer of peace and alliance… if you swear you mean 

no harm to my kingdom or my people. 
 
Steve: See? How hard was that? Looks like you guys have this under control, so I’m gonna go. Good luck! 
 
Nigel: Take me with you! 

 
Steve: *sighs* Fine. Come on. 
 
*flash of light* 
 
Acarius: Okay, well… now that it’s back to just the three of us… yes, I can guarantee we mean no harm 

to you or your people. 

 
Lytira: I swear it on my own honor. 
 
Acarius: Trust me, that’s a valuable oath. 
 
Eiagan: And I swear on mine no harm will come to you this day. Tell me, Queen Lytira, what is your 

preferred weapon in battle? 
 
Lytira: I need no weapon when I have my own strength. However, when I am in human form… I prefer a 

dagger. 
 



Eiagan: Ah, a dagger. I am quite adept, but I prefer my sword. Have you ever fought atop the back of a 

dragon in flight? ‘Tis quite a rush. 
 
Lytira: I have not had that… privilege. Though I am not certain I would enjoy it. I prefer to keep my feet 

on the ground, when possible. 
 
Acarius: She means she hates riding horses. We don’t really have dragons. 
 
Lytira: Horses are bad enough, but those horrid things they have here on Earth’s world… what were they 

called again? 

 
Acarius: I think Lex said they’re cars. 
 
Lytira: Yes. Those. I will never again ride in one of those.  
 
Acarius: Anyway… so, Queen Eiagan, induction into Swoonworthy Battle Heroes is based on the four 

pillars of heroism: courage, character, conquering-of-evil, and charisma (aka swoonworthiness). Can you 

tell us a little about how you fit those criteria? 
 
Eiagan: *narrows eyes again* I have dragons. And I say so. 
 
Lytira: That is not how this process wor--- 
 
Acarius: Perfect! Sounds great to me! Eaigan Allurigard, we’d like to officially offer you membership in 

our Warrior Women division of Swoonworthy Battle Heroes! I mean… if Lytira agrees… 

 
Lytira: *narrows eyes, then sighs* Yes. I see nothing of weakness in her. She qualifies. 
 
Acarius: Great! Welcome to our… club? Guild? What is this thing, anyway? 
 
Eiagan: A waste of time when one can be riding dragons. Come, Noxious shall escort you in a bit of fun. 

 
Lytira: *stands* I will not ride that… whatever he is. 
 
Noxious: Did I hear my name? 
 
Eiagan: Indeed. Shift and take our new allies on a ride. 
 
Acarius: Okay! Well, that wraps up this edition of Swoonworthy Battle Heroes! Thanks for joining us!  

 
*Noxious shifts inside the studio* 

 
Acarius: Wait, what are you… there’s not room for a dragon in here! Stop shifting!!!! Nigel, Steve, help! 
 

*THE END*  
 


